Films2004 by Eok Ngo
"Everything you always wanted to know about the movies, but were afraid to ask, answered in tossup format."
40 tossups (compilation of all questions from Movies2004* written by Eok Ngo)

). {Eok}  The Bon Jovi song Raise Your Hands is played as he is introduced sleeping at the controls of the Eagle 5, his flying Winnebago. Using the ring given to him by Yogurt, he switches Mega-Maid’s vacuum from suck to blow. After opening a fortune cookie, this “Hero for Hire” is informed that he is a genuine prince and free to marry Princess Vespa. Accompanied by his companion Barf, a half-man half-dog, FTP, what is this character from Spaceballs played by Bill Pullman.
	Answer: Prince Lone Star

). {Eok}  Not only is Roger Ebert interviewed on the DVD for this anime film, he proclaims “It belongs on any list of the greatest war films ever made.” A little fruit drop from her brother is often all it takes for Setsuko to quiet down. Taken in by their cruel aunt after their home is destroyed and mother killed during World War II bombings, Seita struggles to get enough food for himself and his sister by stealing or selling what he can. Directed by Isao Takahata, FTP, what titular place is created by Setsuko when the illuminating bugs die. 
	Answer: Grave of the Fireflies or Hotaru no haka

). {Eok}  Performed by Robbie Williams, “A Man for All Seasons” is the catchy theme song for this movie. John Malkovich plays Pascal Sauvage, the new French heir to the British crown, who seeks to turn the island nation into the world’s prison. A joke in the movie features the all girl quartet, Bond, playing at a party. Natalie Imbruglia plays Lorna Campbell who helps the title character uncover the Sauvage’s plot. After killing all the other British agents accidentally, FTP, what film’s bumbling generically title character is played by Rowan Atkinson?
	Answer: Johnny English

). {Eok}  Purchased by Fox Searchlight for $2 million at the 2003 Sundance Film Festival, the film won its director, Catherine Hardwicke, the Best Director award. By stealing people’s purses and shoplifting clothes, Tracy temporarily wins the approval of Evie, until Evie has sex with the boy she likes. Starring the film’s co-writer, Nikki Reed, and Evan Rachel Wood, FTP, the nude scene was added at the request of Holly Hunter which might have contributed to her recent Oscar nomination for best supporting actress in what film about impressionable teenage girls? 
	Answer: Thirteen

). {Eok}  This leader of the Desilijic crime family inherited much from his father, Zorba, and amassed an empire in the Outer Rim Territories. His sadistic acts have included feeding a Twi’lek [TWEE-leck] named Oola to a rancor monster kept below his palace. At the Great Pit of Carkoon, the execution of Luke Skywalker and Han Solo went wrong and ended with his death aboard his sail barge. The heavy-set employer of Boba Fett and Greedo, FTP, who is this crime lord found on Tatooine who was nearly choked to death by a bikini-clad Leia.
	Answer: Jaba the Hutt (accept Jaba Desilijic Tiure)

). {Eok}  Denton Baxter, the owner of most of the surrounding land, hires men to attack the cattle drivers. Mose is killed; while Button, played by Diego Luna, is injured and brought to the home of Sue Barlow for care. Hallucinations of Charley’s past killings cause him to break Sue’s expensive tea set. Sheriff Poole and his men, under the orders of Baxter, attempt to drive off the unwanted free grazers, Boss Spearman and Charley. Featuring Annette Benning and Robert Duvall, FTP, what is this recent western starring and directed by Kevin Costner?
	Answer: Open Range

). {Eok}  A year after the incident, Angela accidentally walks into carpet store with her boyfriend to find Dad working there. Frank, played by Sam Rockwell, manages to convince Roy to swindle Chuck Frechette in currency exchange scheme.  After an initial hesitation, Roy teaches Angela a small trick using a lottery ticket to take an old lady for several hundred dollars. Directed by Ridley Scott, FTP, what is this film where Nicholas Cage plays an obsessive compulsive con artist?
	Answer: Matchstick Men

). {Eok}  Here to promote her film with Keanu, Kelly, played by Anna Faris, checks into the hotel under the pseudonym Evelyn Waugh. John, a rock photographer who spends time with Kelly and his band, shuns Charlotte leaving her time to visit temples and the hotel lounge. More intensity and posing like the Rat Pack are the cues Bob receives from the photographers while promoting Suntory whiskey. Winning a best original screenplay Oscar for Sofia Coppola, FTP, in what is this film starring Scarlett Johanssen and Bill Murray?
	Answer: Lost In Translation

). {Eok}  Peter asks Mark to be nice to Juliet but he has always been in love with her, even filming her every move at her wedding. Sam finally gets a kiss from Joanne at the airport. Colin, believing American women will appreciate him, ends up in an orgy with 4 women in Milwaukee. John works up the nerve to ask Just Judy out despite both being nude stand-ins. Karen is heartbroken when she receives a Joni Mitchell CD instead of the necklace Harry bought for Mia. Billy Mack ends up spending Christmas Eve with his manager, Joe. The Prime Minister ends up kissing Natalie at a school play. FTP, all these resolutions are found in what recent Richard Curtis romantic comedy?
	Answer: Love Actually

). {Eok}  Both he and Veasey, a sinful former preacher, are captured when Junior turns them in. Veasey ends up being killed and he manages to escape from the prisoners’ chain gang. The lady waiting for him had a haunting vision of him where he returns but is surrounded by crows, portending death. The role of this character was originally offered to Tom Cruise who turned it down, which incidentally led to the signing of Kidman to the role of Ada, his love. Played by Jude Law, FTP, who is this Confederate soldier who deserts the army to return to Cold Mountain?
	Answer: W. P. Inman

). {Eok}  Ted, a mid-westerner, actually helps raises peacocks on his family farm. Ashley, a DC native, is consistently flattered and supported by her family on camera. With a father that can only speak Spanish, the most sentimental case is Angela, whose family came from Mexico with nothing. Neil’s sister failed to win and his father is constantly hounding him to pack as much studying in as he can. The hyperactive Harry doesn’t survive long, while Emily, April and Nupur get the furthest with the final word being logorrhea. FTP, what is this Jeffrey Blitz documentary that follows 8 of the finalists to the 1999 National Spelling Bee?
	Answer: Spellbound

). {Eok}  In 2293, he was named the special envoy to the Klingon Empire where he and Chancellor Azetbur paved the way for the Khitomer Accords. He failed to achieve Kolinahr when the V’Ger [VEE-Jer] entity disrupted the process. This son of Sarek and Amanda Grayson has a half brother Sybok with whom he sought out God. When Khan used the Genesis Device, he sacrificed himself to save the crew of the Enterprise but was resurrected when his body and mind were later reunited on Mount Seleya. FTP, who is this Vulcan science officer aboard the Enterprise?
	Answer: Spock

). {Eok}  “Watch out, the yellow ones don't stop!” “Have you seen these toilets? They're GINORMOUS! [J-EYE-nor-mus]” “I'm a cotton-headed ninny-muggins.” “I just like to smile! Smiling's my favorite.” At World’s Best Cup of Coffee he proclaims, “Congratulations, guys. You did it!” “I passed through the seven levels of the Candy Cane forest, through the sea of swirly twirly gum drops, and then I walked through the Lincoln Tunnel.” “You sit on a throne of lies!” FTP, all these lines are spoken by Buddy in what movie starring Will Farrell?
	Answer: Elf (accept Buddy before he is mentioned)

). {Eok}  La Fours, a security guard, watches the premises and is called to arrest the protagonists. William Black struggles to see a boat in a Magic Eye poster which leads him to bang his head on a metal post freeing the videotape that indicts Shannon Hamilton of having sex with the underage Tricia Jones. Stan Lee has a cameo where he consoles Brodie who had earlier given Mr. Svenning the stink palm while eating chocolate pretzels. FTP, in what Kevin Smith film does T.S. Quint played by Jeremy London try to win back Claire Forlani’s Brandi set in a popular teenage hangout?
	Answer: Mallrats

). {Eok}  He shouts “I’ll see you in Hell before I see you in Reno” at his trial for the murder of Glenn Quentin. Raquel Welch, Marilyn Monroe and Rita Hayworth all serve to cover his nightly activities. $200 and some used books are given to him as a result of his weekly letters to the state which arrived soon after the death of his friend Brooks. Red made the mistake of betting on this inmate cracking on the first day. This quiet banker manages to bilk the Warden out of his money and escape from prison. FTP, what is Tim Robbins character from the Shawshank Redemption?
	Answer: Andrew “Andy” Dufresne (either) or Inmate 37927

). {Eok}  Li’l Dice is responsible for the murder of all the patrons at the brothel he convinced the Tender Trio to rob. Angelica, the protagonist’s girlfriend leaves him for Bene, the right-hand to Li’l Ze. After failing to get a girl, he rapes the girlfriend of Knockout Ned and murders his family members starting the gang war in the slums outside Rio de Janeiro. Wilson Rodriguez is the inspiration for Rocket, who has the favor of Ze and photographs the escalating warfare. FTP, what is this surprise Oscar contender directed by Katia Lund and Fernando Meirelles?
	Answer: City of God or Cidade de Deus

). {Eok}  On Fantasy Island, she had a recurring role as a girl placing leis on new arrivals. She earned her SAG card with a small speaking role as Mrs. Vargas in Fast Times at Ridgemont High. He last film role was in a small film called March but she is best remembered for her work with Roger Corman in the films Deathstalker and Barbarian Queen I and II. FTP, who is this B movie film star of the 80’s whose murdered body was found at the home of Phil Spector?
	Answer: Lana Clarkson

). {Eok}  Played by Christopher Lloyd, Bill Burns is hoping to convince Arnold Rothstein about his plans to make some easy money. John Mahoney, as Kid Gleason, is unaware of the situation for most of the series until he notices how Eddie Cicotte [SEH-cot] is pitching. Appearing in the film as announcer Ring Lardner is the director John Sayles. Starring Charlie Sheen as Hap, John Cusack as Buck Weaver, and D.B. Sweeney as “Shoeless” Joe Jackson, FTP, what is this film about the infamous “Black Sox” scandal?
	Answer: Eight Men Out

). {Eok}  At 13, his first acting gig was in an Atari commercial for Pitfall. Recently, this star was hired to play the role of Carl Denham in the Peter Jackson remake of King Kong. Heat Vision and Jack was a pilot he shot which was never picked up. As a member of Tim Robbins’ Actors Gang, he made his feature film debut as Roger Davis in Bob Roberts. Small roles in Enemy of State, I Still Know What You Did Last Summer and The Neverending Story III led to the role of Barry in High Fidelity. With headlining roles in Saving Silverman, Orange County and Shallow Hal, FTP, who is this Tenacious D lead singer and star of School of Rock?
	Answer: Jack Black

). {Eok}  His first and only television interview was on Charlie Rose in March 2004. His early career focused on writing for television shows like The Dana Carvey Show, Ned and Stacey and Get a Life. Human Nature and Confessions of a Dangerous Mind followed his first successful screenplay, Being John Malkovich. Putting a twist on screenwriting, he created and then killed off his fictional brother Donald in Adaptation. Nicholas Cage received an Oscar nomination for playing, FTP, what writer of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind? 
	Answer: Charles “Charlie” Stuart Kaufman

). {Eok}  Joe Pantoliano in Running Scared, Jonathan Avildsen in The Karate Kid Part III, Jeff Goldblum in Special Delivery, and Kurt Russell in Escape from New York all share this name. In Conan the Barbarian, Thulsa Doom is a sorcerer who can turn these into arrows. All of the codenames of Bill’s agents in Kill Bill are types of these. Being able to speak to these made some believe Harry Potter was the heir to Slytherin. FTP, what are these critters that Indiana Jones fears?
	Answer: snake(s)

). {Eok}  After winning 3 writing awards his first year at the USC Film Writing School he was signed by the Creative Artists Agency during his sophomore year. Currently working on Luke Cage, this director tends to cast hip-hop artists in the films he directs including Baby Boy, Higher Learning and Poetic Justice. Though Rosewood was a box office failure, Shaft proved otherwise. As the first African American directing Oscar nominee, FTP, who is this writer-director of Boyz N the Hood?
	Answer: John Singleton

). {Eok}  When producer Stanley Kramer and director Fred Zinneman were casting for the lead, they originally wanted Gregory Peck. Martin Howe is too old to fight, Sam Fuller avoids trying to fight, and the deputy Harvey Pell, played by Lloyd Bridges, resigns after feeling betrayed by the Marshal. Each minute of the film represents one minute in real time more or less. Essentially launching the career of Grace Kelly and winning Gary Cooper his second Oscar, FTP, what is this film that features the arrival of criminal Frank Miller to Hadleyville at this titular time of the day?
	Answer: High Noon

). {Eok}  His lesser roles include Dan Smithson in Species, Maddog in Jason’s Lyric, Burnham in Panic Room, and Ker in Battlefield Earth. His first notable role came in Fast Times at Ridgemont High and has moved behind the camera to direct features like First Daughter and Hope Floats. This former Twilight Zone host played Amos a hustler who out-hustled Paul Newman in The Color of Money and Montesque Garlick opposite Robin Williams in Good Morning, Vietnam., FTP, who is this star of Ghost Dog: Way of the Samurai acclaimed for his role in Platoon and director of Waiting to Exhale?
	Answer: Forest Whitaker

). {Eok}  “That guy’s a fuckin’ asshole. Anybody who talks to that asshole is a fuckin’ asshole.” are the quality lines he speaks as Dave Moss in Glengarry Glen Ross. During the 71st Academy Awards, this star of  Knighriders refused to applaud for Elia Kazan. His early roles include Bud in The Abyss and John Glenn in The Right Stuff. In The Rock, he takes on the role of General Hummel who holds the nation hostage with missiles. Peter Weir replaced Dennis Hopper with this actor on The Truman Show, which led to an Oscar nomination for his performance as Christof. FTP, who is this veteran actor known for his powerful supporting roles in The Hours and Apollo 13 as well as the masterful turn in Pollock?
	Answer: Ed(ward) Allen Harris

). {Eok}  The protagonist’s relationship with Tony is vague except for the fact that Tony passes the contracts along to him and keeps his money for him. After killing a drug dealers’ family, Agent Norman Stansfield is confronted by the surviving daughter pretending to deliver lunch to his office. The title character’s daily routine consists basically of exercise, caring for his potted plant, sitting, and cleaning his guns. That potted plant is eventually planted at the orphanage where Mathilda goes to after her companion sacrifices himself to help her escape Gary Oldman who plays Stansfield. Starring Natalie Portman in her first feature, FTP, what is this Luc Besson film where Jean Reno plays the title hitman?
	Answer: Leon: The Professional (accept either or the whole thing)

). {Eok}  In the film Showtime, he played himself and served as a technical advisor Murphy and DeNiro’s characters on the reality cop show. In Miss Congeniality 2, he will reprise his role as Stan Fields, the emcee. His early dramatic roles have included Alexei in The Brother Karamazov and Captain Harrison Byers in Judgment at Nuremburg. Nominated for an Emmy for playing the Big Giant Head on Third Rock from the Sun, FTP, who is this actor most noted for his on screen alien seduction as James Tiberius Kirk?
	Answer: William “Bill” Shatner

). {Eok}  After traversing dangerous rapids, the captain is forced to stop and repair the shaft and propeller of his boat. He is aided by the sister of Rev. Samuel Sayer who dies when the Germans arrive. In order to sink the Louisa, which guards their only escape route, the protagonists decide to create torpedoes out of oxygen tanks and explosives among the cargo. Charlie’s last request, before he and Rose are hanged, is that they be married. An adventure film based on a C.S. Forester novel, FTP, what is this 1951 John Huston movie starring Katharine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart.
	Answer: The African Queen

). {Eok}  The money that was to be delivered to the drug dealer is left on a subway. Manni, the courier, is in trouble and considers robbing a grocery store at noon. With the aid of his girlfriend, they rob the grocery store but she is killed. The girlfriend fails to convince her father the bank president to loan her the money but stops him from committing the robbery; he is accidently killed by an ambulance cross while crossing the street. In the final scenario, the title character stops at a casino and wins the needed 100,000 marks. FTP, what is this Tom Tykwer film starring Franka Potente as the heroine constantly trying to beat the 20 minute deadline?
	Answer: Run Lola Run or Lola rennt

). {Eok}  Though Jupiter Sharts is a great marksman, he is used as an example of the regiment’s lack of combat readiness. For his support of the men by seeing to it that they received shoes and uniforms, John Rawlins, a gravedigger, is promoted to sergeant major, despite orders. Half the regiment is wiped out during the assault on Fort Wagner, including its commanding officer Robert Shaw, as played by Matthew Broderick. Directed by Edward Zwick, FTP, what is this film about the first all black-volunteer regiment during the Civil War that garnered Denzel Washington his first Oscar?
	Answer: Glory

). {Eok}  The actors who play the Soup Nazi, Babu Bhatt, and the Wigmaster on Seinfeld, have parts in this film as a card dealer, UN secretary, and tour guide, respectively. Vanilla Ice and Gary Coleman are his two legendary companions while he is being kept alive. Both Patty O’Brien and Mustafa fail to kill him since he possesses such skills as stripping to defeat the likes of model, Cindy Margolis, or simple judo chops. Located in Las Vegas, Virtucon is the legitimate corporate face of his nemesis, Dr. Evil. FTP, what is this first installment about a groovy secret agent played by Mike Myers?
	Answer: Austin Powers: International Man of Mysteryi (prompt on just Austin Powers, do not accept Austin Powers I)

). {Eok}  In the sequel to this movie, Maya and Brittany, as played by Leila Arcieri and Susan Ward, scheme to obtain an inheritance worth millions. Bill Murray, as the defense attorney, saves Sam Lombardo from rape charges but he is still forced to quit his job as a high school coach. Sergeant Ray Duquette discovers evidence of a larger scheme by Suzie, a key witness, Sam, and Kelly, the rape victim. In the end, Kevin Bacon as Ray shoots Kelly, Suzie harpoons Ray, and Sam is poisoned by Suzie. Featuring what is the most talked about threesome, FTP, what is campy erotic thriller starring Matt Dillon, Neve Campbell, and Denise Richards?
	Answer: Wild Things

). {Eok}  He wants to quit when he confronts Meg Ryan’s Carol after his partner Nick Bradshaw dies in a crash. While at a bar, he begins to serenade Charlie, the new consultant, with “You’ve Lost that Loving Feeling.” When Hollywood and Wolfman are shot down, he and Merlin are sent to rescue his rival Iceman; both team up to take down 3 MIGs. Blaming himself for the death of his partner Goose, FTP, what is this Tom Cruise character in Top Gun, with a call sign that’s synonymous with roguish behavior?
	Answer: Maverick

). {Eok}  In Veronica Guerin, his cameo role is only credited as tattooed boy. His early works in Danny Byrne in BBC series Ballykissingangel and Daniel in the miniseries Falling for a Dancer. His role as Bozz in Tigerland earned him praise while he continued to claim roles like Jesse James in American Outlaws and Lt. Thomas Hart in Hart’s War. Starring opposite Cruise in The Minority Report, Pacino in The Recruit, and Affleck in Daredevil, he plays the lead in Oliver Stone’s Alexander. FTP, who is this foul mouthed actor noted for recent hits like S.W.A.T. and Phone Booth?
	Answer: Colin Farrell

). {Eok}  This former member of the Canadian band “Lighthouse” is responsible for creating the main title theme for Late Night with Conan O’Brien. This first director of the Saturday Night Live band has scored all but one of David Cronenberg’s theatrical films. His work ranges from the music for Striptease and Cop Land to Big, Philadelphia, Dogma, and High Fidelity. FTP, who is this Oscar winning composer of scores for films such as Silence of the Lambs and the Lord of the Rings trilogy?
	Answer: Howard (Leslie) Shore

). {Eok}  Different colors are used to distinguish the different Rashamon-like scenarios. The red scene shows a defiant upholding of culture while an arrowstorm falls upon a calligraphy school followed up a yellow scene where Moon, played by Zhang Ziyi, tries to take revenge against Master Springbrook. In a blue scene, Nameless recounts his duel with Master Springbrook to the lord of Qin, who has summoned him to the palace. FTP, what title figure must attempt to explain how he managed to defeat the assassins Sky, Broken Sword and Flying Snow, a film starring Jet Li who is not the villain?
	Answer: Hero or Ying Xiong

). {Eok}  In the 3 sequels, Daniel Bernhardt takes on the leading role but none are the Great White Dragon. Norman Burton and Forest Whitaker play agents sent to find this military man, who is befriended by the hulking fighter Ray Jackson. His destination is Hong Kong where he hopes to honor, Tanaka, his dying sensei’s last wishes. Based on a real story, Frank Dux seeks to defeat Chong Li in the illegal fighting contest known as a Kumite [KOO-muh-tey]. FTP, what is this film that introduced America to star Jean-Claude Van Damme?
	Answer: Bloodsport

). {Eok}  On Christmas, Peter who is mugged falls into the rails but is saved by a token vendor. Peter is actually engaged to Ashley but his family, the Callahans, think the token vendor is his fiancée and welcomes her openly to the family. Slowly Jack starts to fall for Lucy who has been visiting and caring for his brother Peter, who has been in a coma. With a title modifier suggesting slumber, FTP, what is this romantic comedy starring Bill Pullman and Sandra Bullock? 
	Answer: While You Were Sleeping

). {Eok}  Red’s Dream, Knick Knack, Luxo Jr., and Tin Toy are all noted shorts he’s created; Tin Toy being the first computer animated film winning an Oscar. This executive producer helped bring Spirited Away to the U.S. and projects like Finding Nemo and Monsters, Inc. A Co-founder and the Creative Executive Vice President of Pixar, his current project include producing The Incredibles and directing Cars. FTP, what writer-director became the first person to be nominated for best original screenplay for an animated film for Toy Story? 
	Answer: John Lasseter

). {Eok}  This daughter of a blind jazz pianist recently divorced author Valery Lameignere. Partially responsible for the success of Julia Roberts by refusing the role of Vivian in Pretty Woman, she hasn’t had a major role in years but enjoyed rave reviews for playing Sally Bowles in Cabaret on Broadway. Her acting career began with the role of Molly Parker on The Facts of Life before she took the roles of Andie Walsh in Pretty in Pink. FTP, who is this Brat Packer noted for playing Claire in The Breakfast Club and Sam in Sixteen Candles?
	Answer: Molly Ringwald


